SPECIFICATIONS:

RATED: Max ratings up to 30 GPM, up to 3000 PSI

ENGINE: Kubota V3600E3B (4) cylinder naturally aspirated, rated 66.8 hp gross @ 2600 rpm, tier 3 certified liquid, cooled diesel engine with mounted radiator, coolant recovery tank, air cleaner, manual air intake shutdown (poly), micro adjustable speed control cable, muffler, Super Trapp spark arrestor, fuel filter, mounting feet, stableflex vibration isolators, hydraulic pump adaptor and hub, air starter, idler pulley assy, F.W. Murphy hi temp and low oil shutdown (weatherproof), Air Start Optional

Hydraulic Pump and Accessories: Commercial gear drive hydraulic pump rated up to 30 gpm @ 3000 psi, 80 gallon JIC hydraulic fluid reservoir, hydraulic oil level and temp gauge, inline flow meter, flow control valve, adjustable relief valve, Donaldson hydraulic return filter, pressure gauge, all necessary high pressure hoses, stainless steel hose fittings

OFFSHORE SKID: Structural steel skid all welded and galvanized, 2”x 8”x 3/16” box tubing base with 4” x 10” x 3/16” forklift pockets, full containment beveled drip pan with bottom drain, 2” x 2” x 3/16” box tubing roll frame with 4 corner lift pad eyes, pad eyes will be 572 steel cold cut with 11/16” shackle pin hole, 18 gallon aluminum Coast Guard approved removable fuel tank with bottom drain and fuel return, stainless steel hardware, engine vibration plate, stableflex vibration isolators, expanded metal radiator guard

DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT: Approx. L 82” x W 42” x H 60” / 4000 lbs.

WARRANTY: 2 year engine warranty major components, 1 year all other engine components, 1 year hydraulic pump warranty, 90 day all accessories

OPTIONS: Custom epoxy coating to customer colors

SUMMARY: This hydraulic power unit is offshore ready. It is designed in form and function to provide power for hydraulic power tools, hydraulic ram and any other hydraulic equipment. The unit is assembled to meet the harsh offshore environment. The skid design insures protection to all components and allows for safe transportation.
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